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should involve sharing with an audience either by the
student reading the work to a class or even better by
having the student visit other classes to share the
work . They might visit the local primary school to
present their material to young children .

Children who are given the freedom to write and the opportunity
to write will definitely become better writers . Children
involved in writing activities will produce better work
provided they have had a chance to discuss their work, listen
to the ideas and opinions of others and then read and revise
what they have written .

PRESENTING THE PROCESS WR111NG
APPROACH TO A CLASS
Process Writing needs to be explained to students prior to
commencement . Initially teachers may want to explain the
process verbally by discussing each of the panels . The order
of the panels could then be mixed up and students could be
asked to volunteer the correct order .

Another very successful approach to introducing Process
Writing is called the Five Card Approach . This approach
involves some preparation upon the part of teachers and
parents . Preparation involves the following :

1) Issue every child with five
square cards . These cards
could be half of A4 sheets .

2) Ask the students to number
each of the five cards
from 1 to 5 in the right
hand corner .

3) It is useful to form pairs
with students working with
a partner that they don't
usually work with .

4) Set a time limit . The session
should be unbroken and take
no more than one hour .

5) Before you begin be sure that
the class has had a brief
overview of what you intend
to do .



CARD 1

9 Write the numerals one to four down the first card .

9 Ask the children to try to list four experiences that were very
important to them at the time, and that they still remember clearly .
( A sentence or topic-head for each) .

a As examples to get them thinking, you might like to list some
possibilities on an overhead transparency :

	

incidents, questions or
problems (e .g . Falling out of the tree ; How lightning happens;
I'm old enough to have a paper run!)

	

Discuss your list very briefly .
Don't let them be too influenced by it .

	

You want their ia7eas .

9 In pairs, the children confer briefly with one another about their lists .
Encourage the partners to ask each other questions for clarification.

Then, ask each writer to select one topic from his/her list - the
topic about which there seems to be most to say (N.S . The choice is
the writer's, not the partners, though the partner's interest may
of course influence the writer's choice) .

CARD 2

5 Card Approach

a Each child now writes a quick 'working title' for the chosen
topic, at the top of Card 2 .

Underneath, the child 'brainstorms' the topic : jots down words /
phrases/ thoughts/feelings - anything that comes to mind . The
jottings don't need to be in any particular order .

Allow 7 - 10 minutes, then ask the children to review their
jotted lists, and underline words and phrases that seem to be
especially significant or surprising

They may talk with their partners about the lists . Or you may
promote a short whole-class discussion .

CARD 3

One device for releasing the creative powers within us is to use
free writing. When a writer has reflected on a subject, a free
writing 'splurge' can produce relatively painless first draft
writing. Encourage the children to try this technique on Card 3 .

Explain to them that you will allow a certain time (maybe six
minutes?) to write about their topic. The words and phrases on
Card 2 may have given them some ideas . Encourage them to put
pen to paper and just let word follow word without pause.

	

It
may be necessary to 'lower standards' a bit to do this .

	

It
doesn't matter too much because, at this stage , the writing
is only for them .

Allow the partners to confer . Ask each writer to tell about
the writing, rather than read it aloud. Encourage-Them to
question one another . The aim is to help the children discover
elements in their topics that they may not have considered at
first .



LATER :

CARD 4

On this card, the children will be asked to
begin to turn their first-draft splurge into
a consciously crafted piece of work .

Remind the children that their audience for
this session is, first, their partner . The
piece must communicate well . Later, the
audience may include other members of the group .

The first problem that arises with writing is how
to begin ; a 'lead' is needed - the first sentence
or two that sets the stage for what follows .

Get the children to experiment with leads by
writing three or four different beginnings on
Card 4 .

Ask the children to discuss their leads with
their partner, and then choose the one that
seems most lively and appropriate .

CARD 5

a Allow the children a few minutes to look back over
Cards 2, 3 and 4 . Some of the things they wrote
at first may seem, on reflection, less important
now, while others will have taken on more
importance .

At the top of Card 5 the children write the topic
title . Underneath they write the lead .

Ask the children to do another piece of writing on
their topic, incorporating and improving the elements
from the previous cards that seem to be most
satisfactory .

At the end of the session,
proof-read and tidy up the

give the children
surface features .

time to

In pairs, the children confer about the latest work .
Each child listens to the other read the piece, and
then comments on it .

Some children may choose to write, without a time
limit, a polished final draft of their work . You
might like to conduct a group or whole-class session
where children who choose to do so share their work .
Obviously, it would not be appropriate to use the
Five Card Game often with one group . It is an intensive
game, but is does serve to introduce children to some of
the writing practices used by some professional writers .
(Let's not forget, though, that writing is a very
individual process - we all go about it rather differently) .



MOTIVATING STUDENTS TO WRITE:

A WORKSHOP ACTIVITY ON
PRE WRITING

The following is a strategy which could be used by
teachers with parents to motivate students to commence
writing . The teacher would instruct students to divide
themselves into pairs . Each student would be instructed
to jot down a list of ideas under the heading "Something
I enjoy doing" . After five minutes of jotting down ideas
students would then be asked to jot down further ideas on
"Something I'm looking forward to" . Students would be given
the handout illustrated below .

In this handout students would be asked to sketch a diagram
to illustrate one thing which they enjoy doing from their
list . Once the students have completed this sketch they
would then be asked to illustrate something that they were
looking forward to . Once sketches have been completed in
pairs students would be asked to pose a series of questions
to elicit further information and clarification of the things
which the student enjoyed doing and was looking forward to
doing . Once the questioning has been completed the student
group would swap .

An example of one exchange of one exchange may be as follows :

One student has drawn a computer as something he enjoyed
doing . He has drawn a picture of a hammock under a tree
in the sunshine as something he was looking forward to
doing .

Something I enjoy doing . Something I'm looking
forward to .
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The student partner asked the student : Why do you enjoy
computers? How often do you use your computer? When do
you usually use your computer? What sort of uses do you
make of your computer? You say you use your computer for
word processing, how does the computer help you in writing?
You mention that you play games on your computer, perhaps
you can tell me about the types of games that you play?

He then proceeded to ask similar questions concerning the
hammock under the tree : How often do you get to relax?
When do you enjoy relaxing? Why do you like sleeping in
the sun? and so on .

Students should be encouraged to jot down the questions
which have been asked and these questions could be used
to assist in structuring the student essay .

OTHER PRE WRITING MOTIVATIONAL
DEVICES
What other ways have teachers and parents used to motivate
their students to undertake writing? Responses suggested
by participates included :

1 . Use of a range of pictures and props for students .
For instance, one teacher used a skull of an animal
to stimulate interest . Another teacher kept a snake
in a jar of formaldehyde .

2 . Use of stimulus sheets . Teachers use these sheets
with a wide range of topics . Use of stimulus sheets
have been included with this booklet .

3 . Pre-writing discussion . Teachers reported that they
provided time for students to work in pairs and small
groups to discuss their topics . Parents have a valuable
role to play in stimulating and guiding discussions .

4 . Provide the students with models . Presentation of model
cars, ships and artifacts are useful ways to stimulate
writing .

5 . Don't condemn students ideas . Often teachers or parents
may feel that the ideas may not be worth writing about .
However, it is important that the student feels free to
choose his topic .



6 . Teachers note the need for a store room for resources .
A co-ordinator is needed to operate a reading resource
area . Parents can help here .

7 . A number of teachers noted that excursions were a
useful way to gain a wider experience about topics .

8 . The use of library resources by sending students to
the library during a writing period may initially
be useful as a means for students to gain further
information concerning their topic . Parents can I mo ,=
help .

9 .

	

Students may undertake role playing to motivate
writing .

10 . Use of a video tape showing a movie may stimulate
some students .

11 . Some teachers note that use of classroom discussion
and conferencing was often a useful way to motivate
students to commence writing . Parents play an
important role here . Teachers noted that students
really need to be encouraged to write from personal
experience rather than from movie plots .

CONNECT A STORY
Here is a sheet that students can use to think about
topics for writing . Called Connect a Story, students
select a word from the first column and connect with the
columns 2, 3 and 4 .
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Teacher
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thief

Stamp

Of The Opposite Sex

The Phantom

An Alien

A Ghost

Your Best
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A Politician

A Character In
Story

Magician

famous

Cartoon

?irate

The Hulk

Sportsman
Musician
Writer

Character

Nature

Friend

A

Dreams
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funny

Your Sister

Wearing glasses
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-unusual
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Happiness

School

Reading
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Dragracing

Rollerskating

Good and Evil

Magi;

Loneliness

Nonsense

Records

Dancing
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Arguments

Interesting
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3`'-C 3ikes

Movies

Wishes

Problems

sports-

Anyc .̂e in Col ,-mn ]j

The Prime Minister

The Queen

Rock Croup

The Newspaper

A Close Frie .̂d

An _Wployer

The Author of your book

The Dentist

A T .V . Character

A Film Star

So--eone In Another
Country

Someone In Another
Time

A Distant Relative

An enemy

Napoleon

An Ancient Aunt

Your Worst

Paul McCartney

Your Optician

Your Child

A Sport Star

Enemy
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IMPROVING A STUDENTS CHOICE
OF TOPICS

Often the initial choice of a topic may be too
abstract or broad for an effective essay . For
instance, it is very difficult to write on a topic
as broad as The Universe .

With the topic area selected, students need to
ask these questions .

1 . Is it too broad?

2 . What can I say about it?

To assist, parents can recommend one or more of these
procedures :

A specific topic is easier
than a general one .

With a partner, small group
or teacher, to get ideas .

This usually helps to gather
and clarify ideas .

Further information may be
required .

Jotting down words, phrases,
sentences, first thoughts
which come to mind .

'What precisely will my reader
learn from this piece .'

Who? What? Where? When?
Wy?

-

-

-

-

-

-

LIMIT THE TOPIC

TALK IT OVER

DRAW IT

READ ABOUT IT

BRAINSTORM IT

CONSIDER THE
READER

ASK THE 5 W's -



WRITING STYLE
It is useful to give students a choice of topics . In this
way students are more motivated to write about topics which
they have interest and some experience . However, the students
need to be taught the types of writing which they may
undertake . These types of writing are usually based on the
proposed audience for the writing . For instance, a diary
may be written only to be read by oneself . Personal letters
are written for close friends . There are many different
types of writing . The list below summarizes some of the
types of writing that the students may want to consider . Not
all these types of writing are really appropriate for a
conference writing period . However, teachers may wish to
teach students during regular English classes concerning the
format used to write such types as biographies, scripts,
articles, fairy tales, fables and so on . The conference
writing period is useful time in which the students can
choose an appropriate topic for the type of writing which they
are undertaking and to commence work .

WRITING SKILLS

TYPES OF WRITING :

	

TER-K 1 TERM 2

	

TER24 3

It is useful for teachers to keep a checklist of the types
of writing undertaken by students to ensure that students have
been exposed to as many types of writing as possible .

- Diaries
- Persona letters
- Poems
- Descriotions
- Anecdotes
- Jokes
- Riddles
- Stories
- Questions an answers
- Autobiographies
- Greeting cards
- Tall tales
- Advertisements
- Comic strips
- Recipes
- Dialogues
- Quizzes
- Biographies
- Scripts
- Serials
- Business letters
- Reviews
- Parodies
- Articles
- Cartoons
- Fair tales
- Fables
- Notes
- Summaries
- Telegrams
- Interviews
- Minutes o meetings
- Questionnaires
- Speeches



THE DRAFTING PROCESS
Below is an example of a piece of writing completed by a
year 7 students . It has not yet been edited . Read the
work below entitled "A Tidal Wave Scare", and list the
questions you would ask a student concerning this work .
Remember that it is important to be positive to encourage
the student . If the reader comes across as being negative,
students often feel frustrated and unwilling to continue work
on the piece .

THE TITAL WAVE SCARE

The whole of Perth were frantic . There was a cyclone brooing

off of the coast .

	

There was a

	

suspected ti tal

	

wave to hit

Perth on 26th August . Today is the 22nd . Four days to go!

Already people where leaving their homes near the city and

heading east for higher ground .

Today was the 24th . There was a slight earth-quake which

affected Bunbury but didn't do too much damage . The streets

of Perth were deserted . Perth was silent . There was sand

bags blocking shop windows and doors .

Today was the day .

	

The ti tal was suspected to strike at

5 .02 p .m .

	

It was now 9 a .m . 8 hours to go . As the deadline

became closer the last few people inhabiting Perth fled for

their life . It was now time . There was nothing . That

night the news spread . The next morning the public moved

back to their houses . The supermarkets opened their doors .

By midday all of Perth was back to normal . The cyclone

which caused the scare had moved in a South Westerly direction

so

	

there was no risk of i t

	

striking Perth .



When you have finished jotting down questions to assist
the student in editing his work turn to a friend . Discuss
the work together and share your questions with each other .
What additional questions could you incorporate in your list?
Which questions might you delete? How could this writing be
improved?

Often in undertaking editing it is useful to use a checklist .
However, these checklists should first be used by the
student to check their writing prior to passing the work onto
a parent or teacher for reading . Below are some sample
questions which could be incorporated into a checklist .
Remember however that your presence and willingness to
listen to the student is really the most important part of the
editing process .

THE CONTENT OF WRITING: FORM
1 . Are the ideas presented in a logical sequence?

2 . Has the content been chosen with a definite audience in
mind?

Is the content appropriate for the age and maturity
of the audience?

3 . Is the document sincerely and convincingly written?

4 . Is the form used most appropriate for the document?
Different forms could include : diaries, letters,
poems, biographies, scripts, parities, articles and
so on .

5 . Is the document thoughtfully planned and arranged?
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STRUCTURE OF THE WRITING
1 . Are paragraphs sequenced in logical order?

2 . Is there a beginning, a middle and an end to each
paragraph?

3 . Has the article been set out well?

SENTENCE STRUCTURE
1 . Do these sentences make sense?

2 . Are the sentences complete with capital letters and
a full stop or a question mark?

3 . Are there a variety of sentences such as exclamations
and questions?

4 . Is there both direct and indirect speech?

5 . Has the student attempted to use different style
techniques such as similes, metaphors, analogies,
characterization and so on?

6 . Has there been evidence of proofing and editing to make
the draft more interesting?



ROLES OF TEACHERS, PARENTS
AND STUDENTS

For Conference Writing to be a success there needs to be
a clear role definition as to the responsibilities of
parents, teachers and students . Without a definition of
roles misunderstandings arise .

	

For instance if students are
refusing to get down to writing and are disturbing the class,
whose responsibility is it to deal with this problem? If
parents deal with the problem the teacher may feel that his
or her role has been taken over . On the other hand if a
teacher is busy with Conferencing it may be difficult to deal
with this particular problem . What are the responsibilities
of the students in this particular case?

There are no set answers to these ques dons .

	

The
answers must be negotiated between the parents who
are involved in conference writing, the classroom
teacher and the students . Here are a series of questions
that might be considered in defining a role statement .

TOPIC SELECTION

1 . Who is responsible
for choosing what the
student writes about?

2 . Who is responsible
for choosing the
audience for which the
writing is intended?

3 . Who is responsible
for choosing the form
or type or writing?

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL

4 . Who decides whether
there is more infor-
mation needed on the
topic?

5 . Who decides when
help is needed for a
Conference?

DRAFTING

6 . Who is responsible
for the drafting
process?

7 . Who is responsible
for correcting grammar?

8 . Who is responsible
for checking spelling?

THE THE THE
STUDENT'S PARENT'S TEACHER'S

ROLE ROLE ROLE



9 . Who is responsible
for checking the
sequencing?

DISCIPLINE

10 . Who is respon-
sible for the
discipline of
students in the
classroom?

CLASS ORGANIZATION

11 . Who is
responsible for how
students are grouped
in their classroom?

PUBLICATION

12 . What are the
relative roles
connected with pub-
lishing a student's
work?

OTHER ROLES?

SOME PROBLEMS THAT PARENTS
HAVE EXPERIENCED
Parents may find the 1986 classroom a very different place
from the classroom which they experienced as a student .
For many parents the experience of sitting through a class
today is different from what they recalled school to be like .
Students may seem to have less respect . Other students may
appear disobedient . Some students simply do not seem to want
to get down to work .

1 . Parents complained that
their expectations of the
classroom situation varied
from reality . Parents
felt that students would
be more motivated and
disciplined .
2 . Parents were insuf-
ficiently informed concern-
ing their role in the
classroom .

THE THE THE
STUDENT'S PARENT'S TEACHER'S

ROLE ROLE ROLE

SOLUTIONS FOR POSSIBLE PROBLEMS

Here are a list of problems which parents at Girrawheen Senior
High School have experienced . What ideas can you suggest to
help solve these problems before they arise in your school?



3 . Parents who visited
the classroom didn't
have enough to do to keep
them busy . Students did
not approach them for
assistance .
4 . The definition or job
description for parents
was unclear .
5 . Parents had trouble
communicating or
establishing a relation-
ship with these students .
6 . Parents lacked
information on the
learning styles of dif-
ferent students .
7 . Students were unclear
as to the role of parents
in the classroom .
8 . Parents lack an
opportunity to discuss
their feelings and
attitudes with the
teachers .
9 . Parents were con-
cerned over the level of
noise in the classroom .

SOLUTIONS FOR POSSIBLE PROBLEMS

Here are some ideas put forward by Girrawheen teachers to
improve their programme .

a) There should be a meeting of parents and teachers
prior to the commencement of the programme .

b) There should be a follow-up of parents who drop out
from Conference Writing to determine their attitudes
and problems .

c) Parents are valuable to serve as a model to write
when students are writing .

d) Parents could initially be assigned to help able
students .

e) Students must be made aware in advance of the
parents' role, power and responsibilities .

Regular meetings of parents and teachers should be organized
to permit an exchange of views, discussion of problems, and to
promote social activities for parents .



CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT
AND OPERATION

Parents and teachers need to clarify the following questions
as part of the organization of Conference Writing .

1 . TIMETABLING

How often will students undertake Conference Writing?
Which periods will teachers invite parents in to
assist with Conference Writing? (Many High Schools operate
Conference Writing one period a week .)

2 . WHAT ARE THE CLASSROOM RULES WHICH PARENTS WOULD BE
EXPECTED TO ENFORCE?

a . To what extent are students allowed to move around
the room?

b . Who is responsible for collecting and distributing
equipment such as files?

c . What quality is expected for a student's draft copy?
d. .

	

What standards are expected for the student's final
copy?

e . What noise level is permissible in the classroom?
f . When are students permitted to talk? Is a period of

quiet writing to be incorporated into the process?
g . How do students indicate when they wish help?
h . Who will be the audience for completed work?

3 . GROUPING

How will students be grouped? Individually, in pairs,
or in groups?
Who will determine the grouping ; teachers, parents, or
the students themselves?

4 . THE ROLE OF PARENTS

What will be the role of parents in the classroom?
Will parents identify students who are not staying on
task and provide them with assistance?
To what extent will parents help children with problems,
i .e . spelling words, referring students to resource
materials, motivating them to get started, acting as an
audience, and maintaining classroom rules .

5 . PHYSICAL RESOURCES

What physical resources will be available in the classroom?
Will there be coloured and lead pencils, textas, rulers,
scissors, paste, staplers, lined and unlined paper, reference
materials such as the source and dictionaries, a -conference
chart, word charts, stimulus pictures, etc .?
Will teachers have stamps to mark a draft copy, publish,
and date?
Will there be a range of interesting objects around the
room to motivate writing?
Will there be a series of cards with sample beginnings
to motivate writing?



Will students be provided with writing folders?
Will teachers have access to a typewriter and a binding
machine?
Who will do the typing?

6 . CONFERENCING

What roster charting system will be used by the teacher?
How will the teacher keep records?
How often will the students produce published pieces?
How will students indicate that they are ready for
drafting, illustrating, or conferencing?
What system will the teacher use to keep anecdotal notes
on each note?
To what extent will the teacher teach the whole class
a formal lesson using a draft story and demonstrating
with an overhead, blackboard or photocopied sheets methods
for improving drafting?

7 . PREPARATION FOR PUBLICATION

How many works will a student write prior to the selection
of a work for publication?
To whom will the students present their works?

RECORD YOUR RESULTS
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6 .

	

Encourage (but do not demand) FREQUENT WRITING . Be
patient with occasional reluctance to write .

	

'I have
nothing to say' can be a reasonable excuse . However,
frequency of writing is important in developing the
habit of writing .

7 .

	

PRAISE your child's efforts at writing .

	

Forget what
happened to you in school and resist the tendency to
focus on errors of spelling, punctuation and other
technical features of writing .

	

Emphasise the successes .
For every error your child makes, there are dozens of
things he or she has done well .

8 :

	

Encourage your child to WRITE LETTERS to friends and
relatives and to write away for information, free samples,
travel brochures .

9 .

	

SHARE LETTERS from friends and relatives . Treat such
letters as special events . Urge relatives and friends
to write notes and letters to the child, no matter how
brief . Writing is especially rewarding when the child
gets a response .

10 .

	

Be alert to occasions when your child can be involved
in writing . For example,

helping with grocery lists ;

adding notes at the end of your letters ;

sending holiday and birthday cards ;

taking down telephone messages ;

writing notes to friends ;

helping plan trips by writing for details ;

preparing invitations to parties .

Writing for REAL PURPOSES is'rewarding, and the daily
activities of the family offer many opportunities for
purposeful writing . Involving your child may take
some coaxing, but it will be worth your patient
effort .

CONTACT :

Chris Jones
Chris Hurst
Peter Chamberlain
Don Pugh

Parent-School News
April 1984

How To Help
Your Child Become
A. Better Writer
Suggestions for Parents from

the Writing K-12 Curriculum
Project .
N .S .W . Department of Education .

Curriculum Support Co-ordinators
Priority Schools Programme

NORTH -EAST METRO REGIONAL OFFICE
LAYTHORNE STREET
NOLLAMARA

	

PHONE :

	

349 0277

rc



The following ten ideas about writing are offered as ways
in which parents can improve their child's writing skills .

Writing is of central importance in school and later
learning . Everyday, your child will need to express ideas
in writing, for example, as notes, stories, poems, letters or
essays . We are not referring here to handwriting, but to
the ability to compose ideas into sentences and paragraphs
on paper . The child who learns to do this will enjoy
obvious advantages in his or her education .

Parents can greatly help their children's writing (and
reading) without needing to know exactly what is being
studied in school ; indeed this is a most important area
in which parents and teachers can work as partners in foster-
ing children's ability to think and express themselves .

We leave you to decide the best time to pursue the
following suggestions .

	

Realize that writing skill may
develop slowly .

	

Indeed, at times, it might seem that your
child is not progressing at all . Don't worry . Just keep
encouraging useful and interesting writing and over the
period of each year the progress will show .

1 .

	

TALK about places you have visited with your child ;
talk about what has been seen, heard, smelt, tasted,
touched . Younger children especially grow into
stronger control of language when caring adults -
particularly parents - share experiences by talking
about them .

2 .

	

Let your child SEE YOU WRITE often . You are both a
model and a teacher . If children never see adults
write, they gain an impression that writing occurs only
at school . What adults DO usually has more effect than
what they say . Have your child see you writing lists,
notes to friends, letters to business firms ; perhaps
stories to share with children .

	

From time to time,
read aloud what you have written and ask for opinions of
what you have said .

	

If it's not perfect, so much the
better . By making improvements in what you write, you
are showing that revision is a natural part of writing,
which it is .

3 . Find a SUITABLE PLACE for your child to write . A quiet
corner is best, the child's own place, if possible .
If not, any flat surface with elbow room, a comfortable
chair and a good light will do .

4 .

	

HELP as much as you can with what your child wants to
write . Talk over ideas so that they become clearer . If
you are asked for help with spelling, punctuation, and
usage, supply that help .

	

Don't let your child feel
discouraged if a first draft isn't perfect . Even
professional writers must revise several times . Your
most effective role is not as critic, but as a helper .

5 .

	

Give, and encourage others to give, your child GIFTS
associated with writing :

pens of several kinds ;

pencils of appropriate size and hardness ;

pads of paper, envelopes, even stamps ;

a desk lamp ;

a booklet for a diary or daily journal (make sure
this is the child's private property ; when children
want to share, they will) ;

a dictionary appropriate to the child's age and
needs ; it will mostly be used for checking spelling,
but a good dictionary contains fascinating information
on word meanings, origins, synonyms, pronunciation,
etc ;

a thesaurus for older children ; it will help in the
search for the 'right'_ word ;

a typewriter, even a battered portable will do ;

different coloured cardboard for making writing
folders and covers for books ;

and lots of different books to read .



2) Things I disliked were :

EVALUATION FORM

CONFERENCE WRITING SEMINAR

26th February, 1986

1) Things I liked about the programme were :

3) Areas of improvement could be :
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EVALUATION

Things I liked about the programme were :

Talking to other parents who are involved .

Sharing of ideas and experiences . Having parents explain
their involvement in the classroom, relation with students
and teachers . Feel more confident in using this approach
with my year 8's .

The insight into the programme what is about and how it
functions . How as a parent I will be of assistance .

Getting new ideas about the writing process in general .
Listening to problems experienced in post conference
writing . Thus helping me to avoid these problems if
possible . Listening to advice given by other experienced
teachers .

The meeting helped me to gain some confidence about helping
at the school .

a) It reaffirmed the writing process (reviewed processes
necessary .)

b) Free mixing of parents/teachers and input of both groups .

c) Presentation of booklet .

The mix between parents and staff . The large number of staff
present from each school so that we could share ideas . The
parent giving a report of the "fears","troubles" faced by
parents in the classroom . The coffee on arrival .

1) Parents and teachers exchanging ideas .

2) A blend of neophytes and experienced people .

Meeting teachers and parents and listening and gaining
information about what is expected of children in school
today . Much has changed since the 24 years since I left
school . Today helped me bridge that gap and I now feel
confident enough to go and at least have a try at
Conference Writing in the school .

I enjoyed being able to discuss with the other teachers and
parents ideas and problems I felt . Having an involvement in
my daughters school and class also .

Finding out some of what Conference Writing is all about .

The enthusiasm of all involved . The real interaction between
parents and teachers . Communication of experiences was most
valuable to someone inexperienced in this area . The whole
programme was really worthwhile .

Talking out problems with parents etc . Having time to talk
about the process with staff at my own school .



EVALUATION

Things I liked about the programme were :

l . The time to talk to teachers and parents from the same
school that I am teaching at .

2 . The opportunity to hear opinions .

a) The whole group and small group discussions informal and
formal where ideas and problems were aired and awareness
was heightened .

b) Working in pairs and school groups so we collectively
assess our roles and aims of course - there is always
more for negotiating and varying approaches and methods
to the course .

Good general discussion - clarified many of my ideas . School
group session was excellent, although we did not stick to
prescribed format rigidly - we did not feel compelled to do this
however .

Most valuable was to hear reaction of parents/ideas on
assimilating them into the class .

Morning worked well . Booklet at first glance seems very
informative and comprehensive . As my introduction to
conference writing I feel I've received a sound base .
Having examples of work - useful to see .

Being able to share ideas with others having parents offer
their ideas and views learning the sequencing of conference
writing and how it works . Very enjoyable programme .

It was very informative, and casual . Many new ideas came up
and certainly solved a few of my misconceptions about the
school system in general . I now know what Conference Writing
is about .

The informality was relaxing . I enjoyed the open, frank way
things were discussed .

Positive work on helping students to improve their writing,
it is up to the student to improve . i t is an opportunity for
me to get involved in his school work - understand how to
motivate his ideas .

The booklet - information nicely presented and well collated .
Mingling of four different schools a good idea .

Being in contact with the school and being able to help the
children . Being able to learn myself about today's ways of
teaching and maybe advancing my mind to help my son at home .

a) Very useful literature to take home and digest .



EVALUATION

Things I liked about the programme were :

b) Useful exchange and ideas - informal open discussion

c) Certainly beneficial bringing teachers and parents
together .

e I learnt a great deal and thought the discussions were
great . Hopefully the ideas I have gained will help me
in helping the children even more .



Things I disliked were :

EVALUATION

The words that were used some of them I don't understand
the meaning of them .

Not enough time to share problems .

Not enough time to discuss/share problems .

Bit brief - felt there were areas for extension .

Questions on page 21 were ambiguous .

Not really talking in depth about how to do it!

	

(How to
conference - things to help students write better .) Everything
that was said I already knew .

The Girrawheen ego trip . The lack of structured discussion
time on the skills of conferencing . The statement from Girrawheen
that emphasised the development of ideas and down graded skills
as paragraphing . Guidelines on actual conferencing . Teacher -
student .

I feel that it was not long enough . There was a wealth of
ideas that could have been shared by all members if time
had been available for "sharing" session .

The drawing on page 12 .

Table and questions on pages 21 - 22 could have been less
ambiguously phrased .

e

	

I would have liked to keep talking as I enjoyed it so much .



Areas of improvement could be :

Teacher-student .

EVALUATION

Best inservice I have been to for a long time .

Mixing schools to share experiences .

More help for new teachers or teacher who are new to Conference
Writing .

Could perhaps explain a little more about parents' role .

Actual writing/conferencing could have occurred .

Intermingling of schools to share ideas/and intermingling of
experienced in Conference Writing teachers/parents with
those not .

Details of how to set up Conference Writing (practicalities) .

More discussion on how staff can positively work towards
greater parent participation .

Individual examples (i .e . a series) of teachers stating what
they do in Conference Writing from each of the schools .

More emphasis on the process of Conferencing .

Positive questioning on point of error i .e . How can we improve
this?

More discussion time be allowed for the tossing around of
ideas .

Breaking up into small groups containing people from all
schools and other parents .

Videos of conferences with peers/teachers .

Guidelines on actual conferencing .

Set up larger area of tables to welcome all participants
i .e . be more responsible and at earlier stage to ensure
organization and smooth running of seminar .

There are good videos available on the Conference approach
would have liked to have seen a classroom situation .

More time for sharing experiences/ideas/and solutions found in
achieving the best .

Perhaps break up the group into a parent group, teacher group
for a frank discussion of problems that will be encountered -
ways of coping, solving .
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TIME I

	

CONTENT

	

I

	

PROCESS

	

I

	

RESOURCES

11 .00
11 .30

Identify problems
with students .

parents have Brainstorm roles for each
include the above . I

I
9 Reports by experienced parentsiGirrawheen List .

Simulate class situation
with teachers .

I

	

I

I I I
9 .50 - i Method B i Demonstrate jAction Plan .

10 .00 I Motivational Materials/Excur-
sions/Library Research
Role Playing/Teach a Style .

I I I
10 .00 - I The Drafting Process . I e Provide Sample of student's Ie Sample of student's writing .
10 .30 I Advising I writing . I

Editing . I e Work in pairs . Counsel each I* Evaluation checklist .
other on draft . I

e Use Evaluation Checklist . I* Scope and Sequence chart .
o Dictionaries/Thesaurus

Scissors, glue .

10 .30 - i T E A B R E A K
10 .45

10 .45 - I Roles - Who Does What? I 0 Topic o Discipline (Role
11 .00 I - Students, Parents, Teachers] * Style a Class (Statement

I e Length organisation (Document
I o Audience a Proofreading I
I e Grammar a Rules I
I * Spelling Grouping I
I 0 Sequencing a Publication I
I
I
o motivation I

I



TIME I CONTENT I PROCESS I RESOURCES

11 .30 - lHow Can These Problems Be Group of Parents
12 .00 1 Overcome? i * Communications with each

(Classroom Operation/Management I other .
9 Socialise/coffee .

Timetable i Parent rotation .
Resources

(The- Provision I Group of Teachers Process :
- Storage I

(
i Conference Approach To Writing .

Grouping IPublication
Roles and Rules

12 .00 - I
L U N C H1 .00

I

1 .00 - (Introduction to the Classroom i Talk . ILionel Cranenburgh .
1 .10 1 Press . I I

1 .10 - (Interview Technique . I Group Simulation .
1 .50 I I o How To Select a Topic .

o Select Questions .
o Conduct Interview .

1 .50 - (Analysing a News Article . I 9 Sample article . Handout .
2 .30

2 .30 - (Planning and Writing a News I - Write an article .
3 .10 j Article .

l Discuss3 .10 - organising the Classroom Press i - Talk and Model . lHandout .
3 .30 l in the Classroom .
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Do your
children
select
their
topic?

:ire your
children
allowed to
retrieve
informat-
ion indep-
endently?

Do your
children
prepare a
draft?

Do you
encourage
your child-
ren to read
their
draft?

Do your
children
select
from their
drafts?

Is Peer
Conferencing
a feature
in your
class?

Do you
Conference
children
individ-
ually?

w

Do your
children
revise and
edit their
own work?

PROCESS WRITING SURVEY) - --

Please indicate which
areas of the Writing
Process you are using

	

Please indicate which areas you have
with your class .

	

concerns with or would like more
information .



YOU
facilitate
children
share theic
final
production
with others?

How often do you have Conference Writing?

How long is each session?

What time of the day are the sessions held?

What previous in-service work have you received in Process Writing?

What assistance, if any, would you like in the area of Process Writing?


